Interface People (IPeople) and Wellsoft Announce Strategic
Partnership
Dallas, TX – January 21, 2018 – Interface People (IPeople), a premiere healthcare integration provider
and Wellsoft Corporation, a Best in KLAS award-winning EHR provider for Emergency Departments,
announce a strategic partnership to deliver a new integrated Emergency Department solution for
MEDITECH hospital clients. The solution will help drive a significant increase in user adoption and
Emergency Department efficiencies, while seamlessly integrating with other systems and areas of the
hospital.
“IPeople is thrilled to be partnering with Wellsoft to deliver an industry leading solution
that improves patient care in one of the most challenging environments in the hospital: the emergency
department. Wellsoft embodies the type of vendor that IPeople strives to work with - ones who have
created a robust, quality solution to supplement the hospital’s EHR system - with the patient at the
focus,” said Ryan Dickerson, IPeople Sales and Marketing Manager. “Through powerful, precise, and fast
interfaces provided by IPeople, hospitals will be able to take advantage of the Wellsoft platform that has
had over 30 years of use within the hospital environment seamlessly from their MEDITECH
system. IPeople is proud of the work that has been accomplished by Wellsoft and excited to be working
with them to help fulfill their goal of being the premiere emergency department platform for all health
information systems.”
Christie Guthrie, COO of Wellsoft, commented, “IPeople is renowned for their innovative and
dependable interface solutions, and we are excited to join forces with them to further our
interoperability efforts. Through this partnership, we are making it easier than ever for MEDITECH
hospital clients to integrate seamlessly with Wellsoft EDIS, for the greater good of the hospital and
patients. Now hospitals can implement the #1 rated Emergency Department system with a near 100%
adoption rate, without having to worry about any of the integration hassles.”

About Wellsoft Corporation
Wellsoft Corporation, developer and provider of the industry-leading EDIS since 1988, offers
comprehensive solutions for hospital Emergency Departments (enterprise-wide and single hospital
implementations) and Freestanding Emergency Centers. Wellsoft EDIS is Best in KLAS and has ranked #1
in KLAS user surveys of EDIS time and again. Recognized for providing the most configurable and
complete EDIS solution, Wellsoft works closely with each client to develop real-world EHR solutions for
their Emergency Departments.

About IPeople

As a premiere healthcare integration provider, IPeople combines innovative solutions with in-depth
industry knowledge for smarter, easier access to data. IPeople's HCIS expertise takes them to the next
level of building reliable and efficient bi-directional interfaces that organizations can trust. For the last
15 years, IPeople has earned a solid reputation for providing robust and reliable interface solutions to
the healthcare community. For more information, please visit http://www.ipeople.com.

